Treasure Hunt Part II
In the treasure hunt you go from one station to another. The order does not matter.
At each station you will get one letter of the alphabet as the solution.
On the last page of the document you find a map with circles in which you will find these
locations. Have a look for the things and buildings on the pictures.
At the very end of the second part of the treasure hunt you should have gathered all
necessary letters as well as their order to find out where we want to meet in the end.
We also prepared fun optional side quests for you.
From egg to Königsegg:
You all received a hard boiled egg. Try to trade this egg for something better. You are
not allowed to take money for it or use your own money. Best item wins!
Kiosk:
How many Kiosks are there in Göttingen. Find as many as you can and take a picture in
front of each Kiosk you find. Most Kiosk pictures wins.

9)
This building is one of the most beautiful university
buildings. Normally one can visit several exhibitions
here. Look at the information board to get informed
about the current opening hours. Take the opening
hours from the german sheet and add the two digits
of the opening hour, this is number 1, and subtract
the digits of the closing hours, this is number 2. Take
the absolute values. Now we want to get informed
about current exhibitions. The one with a large picture
of the man with a decorated helmet seems
interesting. Look at the title and take the letter on the
position you get from number 1. Go number 2 positions further in the alphabet and note
this letter.

10)
I am Georg Christoph Lichtenberg. I thought it might
be helpful to students if we actually showed the
physics experiments in lectures so that the theory
was understood better. I was also the first professor

of experimental physics in Germany. I am responsible for naming the two opposite
charges that are in nature, which you can see in the orb that I'm holding. If you are a
cation, you get attracted to this charge and if you should rotate the symbol of this
charge by 90 degrees to get the capital letter I represent without my base and hat. This
letter is also in my last name.

11)
On the central campus of the university you will find
a large “7” and a “G”. This is a memorial for the
“Göttingen 7”. The story behind it is written on the
badge under the statue. On this badge you can find
the date of the protest of the “Göttinger 7”. Take the
year (J1J2J3J4) and cross the first and last digit.
Count J2 rows of the text from the top and look at
the J4th letter. Move J1 letters to the right and then
J3 to the left.

12)
This statue shows two good old friends. It is rather
likely that one of them carries a bier bottle in his
hands that students placed there.
One of them is “C. F. G.”, a very famous son of the
city of Göttingen. But there is another guy there
too. There is one letter that appears three times in
his full name. This letter is the solution for this
station.

13)
Beside the front gate, there are two road signs (on the
wall). Other than the name of the street, one word showed
up twice. The 1st letter of that word is what you need!
(Hint: the word ends with “rum”)

14)
Hello treasure hunters! To find out where you can claim your price you have to get your
solutions into the right order. Maybe you can decode this code
with the tools at this location to find out the order:
+-++ ++- -+ / --- ++-+ +- -+ ++-+ / --- -- / +-++ ++- -+ / -++ -+ +-++
+-++ -+ ++-+ ++-- / -- --- ++-+ / +-++ ++- -+ / -- +-+ --+ + -++ / -++
--- ++ + +-++ +-+ --- --+ / + ++-+ -+ / -- +-+ +--+ -+ / +-++ -+ --+ /
-+ +-+ +++ ++- +-++ / ++-- +-+ -+++ / -+ -++ -+ +--+ -+ --+ / -- --+-+- ++-+ / +-++ +--- -+ -++ +--+ -+ / --+ +-+ --+ -+ / --- --+ -+ /
+-++ +--- --- / ++-- -+ +--+ -+ --+ / +-++ ++- +-+ ++-+ +-++ -+ -+
--+ / +-++ ++- ++-+ -+ -+
Hint: The first word should be “The”.
The letters give you the name of the location to go to. You have been there already this
week.

